Abstract-CDMA is a multiple access method in which the user's uses spread spectrum techniques and occupy the entire spectrum whenever they transmit. In wireless communication signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is the very important parameter that influences the system performance. Any mode of mobile transmission is not free from channel impairment such as noise, interference and fading. This channel impairment caused signal distortion and degradation in SNR.Also there are differences between uplink (forward channel) and downlink (reverse channel).Along with these differences, both the links use different codes for chanellizing the individual users. This paper simulates the expressions for the pdfs of the SNR for both uplink and downlink transmission assuming that the system is operating at an average signal-to-noise ratio is 6dB per information bit, Index Terms-CDMA, downlink, uplink, SNR.
INTRODUCTION
N CDMA system there is a difference between uplink (forward channel) and downlink (reverse channel), ranging from modulating scheme to error correcting codes. The purposes of error correcting codes when applied to channel coding, improve the error performances of the system. There are two major error correcting codes used in channel coding block codes and convolution codes. Block codes, as name implies an information sequence one block at a time. Convolution codes have a memory property which depend on constraint length k which is very good impact on both uplink and downlink transmission. Along with this difference, both the links use different codes for canalizing the individual users.
SYSTEM MODEL
A block scheme of the transmitter is shown in Fig-1(a) . The information bit stream of the
, convolutionally encoded by the encoder CC and interleaved by the interleaver ∏. The resulting sequence is QPSK-modulated and finally scrambled with ) (n q k . The purpose of this scrambling is to make the interfering user signals look random in the receiver. The receiver has the error correcting ability of the convolutional code. In Fig. 1(b) a flat fading channel is introduced. The receiver does not rely on orthogonally to distinguish between different user signals, but solely on the error correcting ability of the convolutional code. The channel coefficient . QPSK-demodulator produces a sequence of real numbers by extracting the real and imaginary parts of the sequence input to the block. Since the data stream is convolutionally encoded the optimum sequence detector in the single-user case is the maximum likelihood (ML) sequence detector which is 
ANALYSIS
In a downlink scenario the desired signal as well as the intracell interference pass through the same channel and arrive at the receiver in phase (within one ray). However in an uplink scenario different user signals, ] [n t k , pass through independently fading channels and arrive with independent phases. The interference level in an uplink system using BPSKmodulation is therefore reduced compared to a downlink system. Therefore, to make a fair comparison between the up-and downlink systems QPSK-modulation is assumed. A reasonable assumption in the analysis of an uplink CDMA system is perfect power control in the average sense, i.e., all user signals arrive at the base station having the same average power. In a downlink system this is almost certainly not the case. Since different mobile stations are located at different positions, they will request different transmitted powers in order to maintain a given quality of service. However, since the aim of the analysis is to explain the performance deference between CDMA in the uplink compared to the downlink, it is illustrative to assume that both the desired signal and each interfering user have the same average power also in the downlink. For the same reason synchronous transmission is assumed both in the up and downlink. The scrambling sequences, ] [n q k , are sequences of independent, identically distributed random variables taking on the values 1 ± with probability 2 / 1 . For both the uplink and the downlink analysis but in computer simulations perfect channel estimates, interleaving and synchronization are assumed. When evaluating the performance of a convolutionally code it is customary to upper bound the BER by the union bound [4] - [2] ) (
is the free distance of the code, p2(d) is the pairwise error probability of two sequences separated by hamming distance d and cd are the information error weights of the code. An approximate value of the BER may be obtained by truncating the sum in equation (1) at some suitable value of d. To find an expression for the error probability in a fading scenario, the standard approach is to obtain an expression for the error probability given the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio and then average this with respect to the probability density function. Therefore, writing
for the probability of error, then we have
where the symbols have their usual meanings and if the interference is additive Gaussian noise, the probability of error given the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio expressed in terms of the Q-function is 
Uplink and Downlink
Over the uplink different user signals ] [n t k , pass through independent channels. The equivalent average signal-to-noise ratio c γ ,of the coded bits is given by [4] (7) Now for the downlink the equivalent signal-to-noise ratio is independent from sample to sample and the pdf of the equivalent signal-to-noise ratio of d combined samples thus equal
The free distance df of the code must be large to yield acceptable performance at the low signal-to-noise ratios that result from the multi-user interference. Typically, df is more than 100 for the codes of interest. Thus, to evaluate the union bound the pair-wise error probabilities, p2(d), are only required for d > 100. If d is this large the central limit theorem may be applied to reasonably approximate the pdf of signal-to-noise ratio by a Gaussian pdf [3] .
RESULTS
This paper worked out a MathCAD simulating program for the CDMA system using QPSK-modulating and a rate 1/4, constraint length 10 ,maximum free distance convolutional code for spreading [7] .The free distance, df, of this code is 164. Assuming that the system is operating at an average signal-tothermal noise ratio o N / ξ of 6 dB per information bit. In fig  2,3,4 the pdf of the signal-to-noise ratio per coded bit and the pdf of df = 164 combined coded bits are shown for both upand downlink by using equation 6 and 9. It is clear from Fig. 2-4 that the pdfs of signal-to-noise ratio differs substantially between uplink and downlink.
CONCLUSION
We dealt with the error performance criterion on the basis of modulation techniques used in both the links uplink and down link scenario. Expression simulate in both cases with respect to signal-to-noise ratio. Here one could obtain good codes and characteristics of a good code. Free distance and distance spectrum are the parameters that determine the error performance of a code. In turn these two parameters are dependent on code rate and length. So it was concluded that the codes with lower code rates and length were the best approximation. However it was further illustrated that after attaining certain limits, lowering the rate was equivalent to repeating the parent codes. Hence use of a code of rather high rate combined with a simple repetition encoder can perform almost equally well as a code of much lower rate. This observation is important for designing efficient synchronization algorithms and also for efficient decoder implementation. 
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